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There is More to ‘Making Connections to
Improve Health Outcomes’

Joachim Sturmberg, MBBS, MFM, DORACOG, FRACGP, PhD1,2


Abstract
Langevin1 rightly points to the reductionist mindset being the stumbling block for providing person-centered care. While
considering the interconnections between the various domains underpinning health is a necessary first step towards more
person-centered care, it ultimately is not sufficient. Person-centered care arises from the appreciation of the interdependencies
and interactions between the various domains across its large-scale supersystems as much as its small-scale subsystems. Viewed
with a complex-adaptive systems mindset health and disease are the phenotypical outcome categorisations of a person’s whole-of-
systems dynamics across all scales of organisation.2,3
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This complex-adaptive systems-thinking perspective is not
particularly new. In 1795 Alexander von Humboldt already
pointed out that: If everything is connected, then it is important
to examine the differences and similarities without losing sight
of the whole. Humboldt’s insights laid the foundations for
systemic thinking to address the complexities – the intercon-
nectedness and interdependencies – of phaenomena in the living
world.

We need to change the way we look at things, only then
will things we look at change. Embracing systems and
complexity thinking is the change we need if we want to
achieve a health-delivering healthcare system – rather than
perpetuating our current ‘disease management’ systems. The
redesign of real healthcare systems has to integrate 4 fun-
damental, but generally ignored, observations and
understandings:

One, the way we look at health has been shaped by
history – medicine began holistically within the frame of the
‘balance of the 4 humors’. Leonardo’s detailed drawings of
the human body initiated the visual, and William Harvey the
mechanistic trajectories of medical thinking. The inventions
of the microscope and x-ray only entrenched that focus. The
insights about the body as a regulatory system – arising from

the studies of physiology – still play only a minor role in
clinical practice and research, to the detriment of our
patients.4

Two, health and disease remain firmly seen as dichoto-
mous entities, despite our millennia-old insights that health
and disease are ‘patterned states of being’ that very much
depend on the interdependencies of many different factors
from the external environment at the macro to the physio-
logical intermediaries at the micro level.3 The studies of
external stimuli on physiological responses and pathways
ultimately defined the concept of bio-semiotics,5 ie it is our
brain that interprets the many different physiological stim-
ulations which we then experience as good or poor health (or
interoception).6 A synthesis of these insights leads to an
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appreciation of health and disease as a balanced dynamic state
between one’s physical and emotional experiences, one’s
social connectedness, and most importantly one’s ‘sense-
making’ abilities – defining a somato-psycho-socio-semiotic
(SPSS) model of health.7,8

Three, all models require some form of validation. Psy-
choneuroimmunology research has demonstrated the physi-
ological interactions that explain the dynamics that underpin
the various health states of the SPSS-model of health. We
now understand how environmental stressors acutely evoke
the HPA-axis cascade, and how persistent environmental
stresses are cumulative resulting in rising allostatic load9 and
immune system modulation. Chronic stress causes a per-
sistent increase in cortisol which in turn results in cortico-
steroid resistance and immune system dysregulation – the
predominance of pro-inflammatory cytokines causes a pro-
inflammatory state that promotes almost all disease devel-
opments.10 As the ability to maintain allostasis11 – the reg-
ulatory process to maintain health – fails the diagnosable
feature of clinical disease manifestations emerge.2

And fourth, there is a need to reconsider what we regard as
validated knowledge in medicine. There is an important
distinction between data and information, and information
and knowledge.12 We are preoccupied with data as if they
equate to knowledge – it is the connection of data that creates
information, and the connection of information that creates
the networks for the emergence of knowledge.12 Applying
knowledge, not data or information, is the basis for managing
the inherent complexities needed to dissolve clinical prob-
lems.13 Person-centered care, approaching a person’s unique
illness and disease presentation, requires the constant
weaving together of the often seemingly unconnected pieces
of history with clinical findings, and the management of
uncertainties, patient understandings, anxieties, and treatment
choices. Person-centered consultations are highly dynamic,
and it requires awareness of these dynamics to adapt one’s
approaches to changing patient perceptions and needs.14

Salutogenesis is not a mechanistic path towards health,
rather it is a highly dynamic and interdependent one.15 Fa-
cilitating the journey of healing entails making visible to
patients the multiple threads of the interwoven storylines in
their health journey.13 Only then will we successfully assist
the patient in the work of healing – with patience and gen-
eralist skills.

To achieve person-centred care that meets the needs of our
patients not only requires seeing the connections but more
importantly understanding the consequences of the dynamics
within the system. This indeed, as Langevin emphasises,
requires collaborative efforts on both the clinical and research
levels.16
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